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 While attending Rogers State University I have had the opportunity to explore several 

possible future career opportunities. My original career path was in the Radio/Television 

Communications option, and I planned on working with a radio station. Though I have changed 

my major to the Corporate Communications option and have begun pursuing a career as a 

Public Relations Specialist.  Research from the Bureau of Labor shows that salary for this 

position and the growth in the field are growing faster than average. Many of the listed 

descriptions for a PR Specialist are to create and to maintain a favorable public image for their 

current client. This can be done by creating a publicity video produced for company websites or 

organizing fundraisers to support a cause. With the courses I have taken at RSU I believe I have 

acquired the skills that will help me achieve the job I want.  

 Working as a PR Specialist requires a large focus various forms of writing. This includes 

press releases, news summaries and company memos for both web and print. All of these skills 

have been discussed in several classes at RSU. Learning the basics for the different styles of 

media-based writing is taught in the Writing for Mass Media course. You learn how to properly 

present information for news releases and how to best use space for articles on the internet. A 

PR strategist will need to know how to properly organize information efficiently.  

Another key responsibility discussed frequently was the ability to collaborate with other 

on projects. The lessons taught in Writing for the Mass Media are expanded on in courses such 

as Corporate Media Production. Corporate Media Production gives groups of students real life 

experience with a client as well as several opportunities to produce different advertisements. 



 

 

No PR Strategist works completely alone. Working as a group in production assignments 

allowed students to build on their own group communication skills. Even as a group there are 

so many problems you might encounter that could not be solved without combined efforts. 

This assignment provided many useful real life experiences to consider in the professional 

world. Corporate Media Production teaches the importance of maintaining group cohesion, and 

that working as a group is an ongoing process. There is no skill more essential when producing 

an advertisement for a client.  

Lastly, being able to maintain a strong client-service point of view is imperative. 

Corporate Media Production gives students the chance to expand their writing skill as well as 

put them to use. Public Relations Strategies is the course that provides students with the insight 

on how to better craft your media release for your client. PR Strategies provides students with 

methods of researching a client for strengths, weaknesses and better opportunities. These 

three courses together provide students with several unique assignments to experience what 

will be expected of them in a professional setting.  

With the advancement of social media and importance of web presence, the need to 

maintain a positive public image is paramount. Growth in the PR Specialist field comes with a 

yearly salary of $50,000 to $55,000. This is an acceptable salary considering the current state of 

the economy. After a few years of experience, there is a possibility of advancing to PR Manager. 

This is essentially the boss of the PR specialist who can earn nearly $90,000 a year according to 

the Bureau of Labor Studies. (www.bls.gov)   



 

 

Rogers State University has provided me with education and skills necessary to enter 

professional field that will continue to grow. As a public relations specialist I have a career that 

will provide opportunities in many industries. And for me there could be no more perfect job 

than that.   
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